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Ryan Leif Hansen provides a rhetorical analysis of the three cycles of plagues that
generate the narrative momentum in the core of the Book of Revelation. He discerns that
the seven seals, the seven trumpets, and the seven bowls are not merely repetitions of a
pattern but cumulative recapitulations of historical dynamics that intensify toward the
breaking point, when God and the Lamb definitively intrude into the cosmos, thereby wreck-
ing the imperial apparatus of Rome and inaugurating the new creation.

Hansen examines the three plague cycles in the four central chapters of his work,
opening with a discussion of their combined impact on the Book of Revelation and follow-
ing with a chapter on each series: the seven seals, the seven trumpets, and the seven bowls
(Rev 6:l-8:5; 8:2, 6-11:19; 15:l; 16:l-21, and 18:l-19:8). In each sequence he concen-
trates on the climactic seventh stage (7:9-8:5; 11 :l5-19; 16:17-21 ; 19:l-8). He introduces
the study with a review of research on the literary genres and rhetorical strategies in the
Book of Revelation, then proposes that the rhetoric in Revelation was composed as a coun-
terpoint to the dramatization of the imperial ideology in Roman temple liturgies, iconogra-
phy, and coinage. He concludes with a reflection on the re}evance of apocalyptic discourse
for contemporary political theology.

"Rhetorical cosmology" is H.'s term for the discourse strategy the author of Revela-
tion employs as the itinerant prophet speaking to the churches in Asia from his exile on
Patmos. The visionary's language creates a God-centered universe with space-time coordi-
nates that dwarf the imaginary cosmos that the Roman propaganda machine had constructed
through its rituals, images, and laws. The successive plagues are preliminary indications
pointing to the impending collapse of the imperial world. The prophet invites his communi-
ties to participate in this disintegration by cutting their ties with the empire. He beckons his
audience to renounce the self-deification of Rome, not only by absenting themselves from
the rites of emperor worship but also by refusing to practice business in the commercial
systems of the empire (13:11-18; 18:4-s, 11-19). The enormous cost of such anti-imperial
resistance is embodied in the fate of the martyrs, whose voices rise from beneath the altar,
appealing to God for vindication against the agents of Rome who executed them (6:9; 7:14).

Hansen argues that silence and praise represent the twofold response the prophet
intends to elicit from his audience. These alternative modalities of prayer surface in the
seventh stage of the plague cycles: at the opening of the final seal, heaven is silent (8:l ); at
the final trumpet, praise resounds from heaven (11 :l5-18); the pouring of the final bowl is
met with both silence on earth and praise in heaven ( 18:22-23; 19:l-5). According to H.,
silence reflects the perseverance of those who oppose the empire at the risk of their lives,
while praise is the response of the faithful to the coming of God and the Lamb to overthrow
the totalitarian Roman regime and inaugurate the new creation. I think that here H. employs
an overly stark contrast between human action and divine initiative that suggests a counter-
posing of works in contrast to grace. He circumscribes the community's praise in the lan-
guage of worship to an extent that almost evokes a devotional quietism, which stands at
odds with the activism of the faithful as they energetically resist the empire.

Nevertheless, the book is rich in insights deriving from H.'s nuanced readings of the
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text. For instance, he is careful to point out that, although God overthrows the political and
ideological cosmos that Roman art and ritual had fabricated, God does not overturn the
natural universe. Indeed, the new creation consists in God's coming to indwell the universe
in a manner analogous to the incarnation of the Word in the Johannine tradition (Rev 21 :3;
cf. John 1:14). In summary, H.'s work makes a valuable contribution to rcsearch on apoca-
lyptic rhetoric in the Book of Revelation in a manner that prompts the reader to contemplate
the contours of political theology in the twenty-first century.
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